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ABSTRACT
We describe a novel system for rapid prototyping of laser-
based optical and holographic layouts. Users of this optical
prototyping tool – called the Illuminating Light system –
move physical representations of various optical elements
about a workspace, while the system tracks these compo-
nents and projects back onto the workspace surface the
simulated propagation of laser light through the evolving
layout. This application is built atop the Luminous Room
infrastructure, an aggregate of interlinked, computer-con-
trolled projector-camera units called I/O Bulbs. Philosophi-
cally, the work embodies the emerging ideas of the
Luminous Room and builds on the notions of ‘graspable
media’.
We briefly introduce the I/O Bulb and Luminous Room con-
cepts and discuss their current implementations. After an
overview of the optical domain that the Illuminating Light
system is designed to address, we present the overall sys-
tem design and implementation, including that of an inter-
mediary toolkit called voodoo which provides a general
facility for object identification and tracking.
Keywords
engineering simulation, optics, holography, luminous inter-
face, tangible interface, augmented reality, prototyping
tool, interactive projection, tangible bits
SCENARIO
Two optical engineering students stand at an ordinary table.
One pulls from a box a stylized plastic object – it looks a bit
like a laser – and places it on the table. Immediately a lumi-
nous beam, projected from above onto the table's surface,
appears to shoot forward from the laser model’s aperture.
The student moves the laser from the center to the corner of
the table, and the beam tracks along with it, always origi-
nating from same point on the laser's front surface. The sec-
ond student places a small aluminum representation of an
optical-grade mirror on the table, and then moves an addi-
tional model representing a beamsplitter into the path of the
existing laser beam. At this point of intersection a second,
weaker beam is generated, reflecting off the splitter's sur-
face. The student rotates the beamsplitter model in place
(the partially-reflected beam sweeping across the table in
response to the changing orientation of the splitter) until the
reflected beam strikes the mirror set out earlier. The first
student, meanwhile, is grasping this faux mirror and swiv-
els it until the beam now also reflected from it runs the
length of the table, parallel to the part of the original laser

beam that continues through the beamsplitter.
During these and subsequent manipulations, the various
optical components – though simple inert representations
(unwired and sensor-free) – behave very much as their real
counterparts would, directing and modifying the light that
passes through them; and these physically accurate ‘beams’
of light are wholly simulated and projected down in careful
registration with the optics. The students continue adding
and adjusting components until a complete hologram-
recording setup has been constructed. As they work, a con-
tinuously updated display at the far end of the table shows
the layout’s relative optical pathlengths as well as a ren-
dered simulation of how the object would appear in a real,
analogously recorded hologram.

INTRODUCTION
The scenario described above is Illuminating Light, a work-
ing application of the Luminous Room infrastructure and
the central topic of this paper. It is built atop voodoo, a tool-
kit for constructing layout-based interactive simulations,
and employs a Medium-Scale I/O Bulb for display and
scene capture. Its half-physical interaction style also
extends Tangible Interface ideas explored elsewhere.
I/O Bulb
We offer a conceptual generalization of the familiar light-
bulb, as follows: from a slightly unconventional point of
view, we can see an ordinary incandescent bulb as a projec-
tor – albeit an especially low resolution one. Indeed, such a
projector has a resolution of 1x1 pixels; this single, large
pixel originates at the position of the bulb and is overlaid on
the entire surrounding room. The information stream that
drives this ‘projector’ happens also to be its power feed.
From here, however, it is easy to imagine increasing the
bulb’s resolution, so that the intensity and color of the emit-
ted light is directionally dependent. Now the lightbulb is
capable of projecting images into the space around it. At
the same time, we imagine incorporating a video camera
into this device, so that there is a mechanism not only for

FIGURE 1: THE ILLUMINATING LIGHT SYSTEM IN USE
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output but for input as well; this new kind of lightbulb is
always ‘looking where it’s going’. To this novel bulb’s
power feed we must now add a two-way information
stream.
In the context of this paper, the I/O Bulb is the atomic unit
of required physical mechanism, i.e. a single, compact
device that performs coincident (or near-coincident) projec-
tion and video acquisition. For most of what follows we

will simply presume that such a facility is available,
although we briefly describe below three different experi-
mental I/O Bulb apparati, all constructed using commer-
cially available projectors and cameras optically bound
together. (A separate, parallel line of research, not dis-
cussed here, is the development of a ‘true’ I/O Bulb – a sin-
gle glass housing containing an optically and electronically
integrated miniature projector and tiny camera.)
Luminous Room
The notion of a Luminous Room infrastructure involves
extrapolating from just one to a collection of many I/O
Bulbs, interlinked and distributed throughout some archi-
tectural space. The resulting aggregate of two-way optical
nodes – exhibiting various levels of resolution, some nodes
positioned to provide overlapping ‘regions of influence’ –
acts to extend the meaning of architectural space, making
every surface a potential site for digital interaction, display,
and manipulation [9].
Implementation Scales
An idealistic vision would see the Luminous Room struc-
ture implemented by supplanting every extant lighting fix-
ture in a room with an I/O Bulb of appropriate size; in the
exploratory meantime we have built three contrasting but
complementary prototypes of such an apparatus, each
addressing a different ‘scale’ of detail, extent of address-
able space, and motility.
Large Scale (ceiling-mounted gimbal system)
This prototype I/O Bulb consists of a high-resolution video
projector mounted in a computer-controlled gimbal; it is
designed to be suspended just below the ceiling of a room.
Through a combination of mechanical and optical degrees
of freedom its projection can reach every unoccluded part
of the surrounding space, including the ceiling itself. Its
associated video camera is subject to these same optome-
chanical rotations and thus is constantly aimed to view the
portion of the room currently projected onto. This gimbal-
based apparatus is designed to enable ‘room-scale’ interac-
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FIGURE 2: FROM LIGHTBULB TO I/O BULB

tions: this means both interactions with mobile access to
the entire room (e.g. manipulable information that tracks a
user around the space) and interactions of significant spatial
extent (e.g. fixed, reactive architectural annotations along
an entire wall).

Small Scale (‘Luxo’ desk lamp configuration)
The Luxo-style prototype comprises a very small video
projector and coaxially-aligned miniature video camera
mounted on an articulated arm. The camera-projector
mount and the arm’s joints are outfitted with high-resolu-
tion encoders that report the instantaneous angular disposi-
tion of the device’s five degrees of freedom; forward
kinematic calculations then provide the exact three-space
position and orientation of the active elements.

In many respects, this apparatus acts in a manner comple-
mentary to that of its large-scale counterpart: where the
gimbal system moves autonomously, the small-scale ver-
sion is moved volitionally by the user; where the large-
scale system is intended for broad, room-scale tasks, the
small-scale apparatus is intended for spatially constrained,
high-detail work; and where the gimbal rotates from a cen-
tral position to operate ‘radially outward’, the Luxo-style
device typically moves about the boundary of the interac-
tion space it addresses, looking ‘radially inward’.
Indeed, we intend that its use should be suggested by that
of an analogous desk lamp: just as such a lamp can be
moved within a small volume to shed more light on some
particular region or object, so the small-scale I/O Bulb can
be moved around its working space to ‘shed more informa-
tion’ at a desired point.

FIGURE 3: LARGE-SCALE I/O BULB APPARATUS

FIGURE 4: SMALL- SCALE I/O BULB APPARATUS
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Medium Scale (fixed conference table system)
The Medium Scale I/O Bulb prototype is intended as a
‘dedicated’ fixture: an immobile ceiling-mounted projec-
tor-and-coincident-camera apparatus that serves some
restricted area, like a conference table or a workbench.
Being fixed allows the system to make stronger assump-
tions about the space below it; in particular, certain
machine vision problems become simpler, since users’
hands and arms will in general be the ‘largest portion of
human’ that will occlude the table’s surface. At the same
time, such a system is able to provide higher resolution to
its target area than would the gimbal-mounted version.

This paper describes an application that was implemented
as a ‘proof of concept’ of the Luminous Room infrastruc-
ture in general and of the Medium Scale I/O Bulb concept
in particular; a proper proof required identification of a
domain in which a genuinely useful system could be built
and evaluated.
APPLICATION DOMAIN: HOLOGRAPHY
For a variety of reasons, holographic engineering emerged
as an ideal first field for our attentions. High-quality optical
elements are simultaneously expensive and notoriously sus-
ceptible to damage: a single fingerprint can destroy a two-
hundred-dollar front-surface mirror instantly and perma-
nently. The breadboarding tables on which experiments are
constructed and prototypes built – often floated on sensitive
vibration-isolation air pistons – are a scarce resource. At
the same time, the precision required of laser-based optical
systems frequently results in setup and iterative refinement
times that greatly exceed the time spent running the actual
experiment. All of this suggests that a well-designed ‘simu-
lated optics workbench’ could be a valuable tool. Such a
workbench should permit the optical engineer to tinker
with a setup, interactively manipulating an accurate simula-
tion of the evolving layout and its operation. Having even-
tually arrived at an optimal configuration ‘offline’, the
engineer could then rapidly reproduce the setup on the real
table to perform the end experiment.
Several powerful mouse-and-CRT-based optical layout and
analysis packages exist (LightTools, ACCOS, ZEMAX,
OptiCAD, etc.). However, intuition both for the behavior of
optical systems and for their proper design comes princi-
pally through physical interaction with real-world compo-
nents; for many of the field's students, theory does not gel
until the effects promised in textbooks are observed and
manipulated firsthand in the laboratory. Thus, a simulator

FIGURE 5: MEDIUM-SCALE I/O BULB SCHEMATIC
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whose input and output were arranged to emulate the real
thing – not just visually, but haptically and spatially as
well – could both foster and exploit such geometric under-
standing skills. In short, we set out to provide a virtual opti-
cal workbench with which experimenters can physically
manipulate three-dimensional stand-ins of different optical
components and directly observe the results.
Additionally, in applied holography ‘correct’ design solu-
tions are unambiguously distinguishable from ‘incorrect’
solutions, allowing us to evaluate the usefulness of our sys-
tem: can practitioners build optical design X more easily,
more quickly, more imaginatively with the system than
without? Finally, the presence of an established and ongo-
ing program in holographic imaging within our university
promised a ready supply of holographers, both student and
professional, who could be invited to use the system and
observed doing so.
Basics of Holography
The mechanics of holographic recording are conceptually
simple. A fine-grained photographic plate is exposed simul-
taneously to two beams of light: one, called the ‘object
beam’, comprises light scattered from laser illumination of
the object or scene being recorded; the other, called the
‘reference beam’, is uniform, unmodulated laser light [4].
In order for a stable (and thus photographically recordable)
interference pattern to result from the overlap of these two
beams, they must originate from the same laser. This is
accomplished with a beamsplitter – often a partially sil-
vered mirror – which allows some of the laser's light to
pass undiverted through it while reflectively redirecting the
remainder into a second beam. Moreover, because of the
limited coherence provided by prevalent Helium-Neon
lasers, it is a typical constraint of holographic setups that
the length of the object path and that of the reference path
(as measured from the beamsplitter, where these two paths
become distinct) must be equal. Additional geometric

requirements are often imposed on the setup, such as the
desirability of some particular angle of incidence of the ref-
erence beam on the recording plate. Finally, the distance
from and angle at which the object is illuminated are inevi-
tably of great import, as these factors directly control the
eventual appearance and aesthetics of the three-dimen-
sional image produced by the finished hologram. Thus the
principal challenge of designing a working holographic
layout is the simultaneous satisfaction of various geometric
requisites with a single configuration of optical compo-
nents. An example of such a layout is shown in Figure 6.
SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Our intent was to build, using the facilities of an I/O Bulb, a
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FIGURE 6: TYPICAL HOLOGRAM-RECORDING LAYOUT
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prototyping tool for holographic recording setups that
would accurately simulate the interaction of laser light with
various optical elements. These elements would be repre-
sented by physical models, while the ‘beams of laser light’
would be projected from above in careful alignment with
the models. Although the optical elements and the laser
beams – the former moved volitionally by human users, the
latter computationally generated and projectively inserted
into the real space – would be implementationally decou-
pled, the application would convincingly cause them to
appear causally coupled.
Direct manipulation of the optics models would be close
enough to working with the ‘real thing’ to be at once
instructive to students and helpfully familiar to profession-
als. The system would furnish a selection of fairly standard
optical components and allow their arrangement in arbi-
trary ways, but would also provide certain additional infor-
mation (like relative optical pathlengths) of particular
relevance and necessity to the construction of holographic
recording layouts. The system would also be able to detect
when a ‘successful’ holographic setup had been con-
structed.
We required that the system reject the standard ‘one object
at a time’ restriction of mouse-and-keyboard input. Instead,
users must be allowed to manipulate as many objects con-
currently as necessary or convenient. The comparative effi-
ciency of two-handed or simultaneous-translation-and-
rotation handling has been clearly established [3]; we also
demand of our application that it accommodate collabora-
tive work, with two or more participants making simulta-
neous adjustments to many optical components.
Finally, the system should provide a memory feature, so
that the instantaneous state of an optical layout could be
recorded pictorially and then, later, projectively overlaid at
proper scale on the empty workspace – either for purposes
of subsequent ‘off-line’ review or so that users could rap-
idly and accurately replicate an earlier setup.
From this checklist we constructed the holographic work-
bench simulator called Illuminating Light.
BACKGROUND
The full concept of a Luminous Room infrastructure is
related in a variety of ways to many recent and emerging
strands of research that are often loosely collected under
the tag ‘Computer Augmented Environments’ [8]. Illumi-
nating Light considered as an individual application, how-
ever, is related a few particularly relevant works.
We find Pierre Wellner’s Digital Desk research inspira-
tional [10]; the extensive mixing of physical and digital
artifacts through the use of video projection is a powerful
notion. However, where Wellner proposed a migration of
the virtual desktop off the CRT and back onto the real desk-
top, we are interested in enhancing or assisting the execu-
tion of real, physical activities – here, optical engineering –
that are ordinarily outside the realm of ‘computing’.
The Illuminating Light application represents an approach
that is complementary to the usual methods of Augmented
Reality systems, such as Steven Feiner’s KARMA [2]; the
unwieldy nature of head-mounted displays and the difficul-
ties of ensuring real-world alignment and calibration make
the prospect of ‘untethered’ interaction attractive. Further,

the difficulty of providing a common reference when physi-
cally personal equipment is used to provide augmentation
(a problem shared also by Wearable Computing rigs, as in
[7]) can similarly be addressed with reality-aligned direct
projection. Work at Stanford (the Two-User Responsive
Workbench [1]) has shown one way to address the issue of
‘shareable’ virtual space – two independently head-tracked
users equipped with stereo goggles are able to refer without
spatial confusion to the same three-dimensional virtual
objects, thanks to a four-processor, two-Infinite-Reality-
pipeline SGI Onyx that generates two stereo image pairs
for each timestep. We are following a contrasting path in
which a single, external projection into the common, real-
world workspace instantly offers shareability to an arbitrary
number of users without requiring the proliferation of
tracking, rendering, and viewing hardware.
The Tangible Bits work at the MIT Media Laboratory has
provided a strong direction, prompting thought on seamless
couplings of the digital and physical worlds [5]. The idea of
‘phicons’ – physical, functional icons – is of particular rele-
vance to our optical simulation system. But where much of
the Tangible Bits research has made use of phicons with
various symbolic correspondences between digital mean-
ings and physical manifestations, the objects in our applica-
tion will have a direct correspondence to other physical
objects (real optics) with definite, distinct uses and signifi-
cance.
IMPLEMENTATION
The Illuminating Light system is built as a hierarchy of
hardware and software systems. The physical apparatus on
which it is dependent – a ‘Medium Scale’ I/O Bulb – is
assumed for the duration of this paper. The software por-
tions and application-specific physical components of the
system and its supporting hierarchy are detailed here.
Overview
Users of Illuminating Light manipulate models of optical
elements on which are affixed unique patterns of small col-
ored dots. Visual input of the workspace is passed from an
overhead I/O Bulb to a succession of vision analysis sys-
tems (glimpser and voodoo) that parse the dot patterns into
recognized objects with attendant positions and orienta-
tions. The spatial configuration of objects thus identified is
then used by a ray-based optical simulator to determine the
resultant path of laser light; this path is visually rendered
and, together with ancillary numerical and graphical infor-
mation, accurately projected via the same I/O Bulb back
into the workspace.
Vision
Machine vision is not yet reliable as a general input mecha-
nism; however, under certain constrained circumstances it
can be made to function reasonably well. In the case of the
Illuminating Light system, vision analysis of a live video
stream comprises the principal input.
For reasons both of reliability and of computational speed
and efficiency, we decided to build upon a very modest
‘raw vision’ model: the glimpser program, generalized
from an earlier version built by the authors and already in
use in several projects around our laboratory, simply identi-
fies colored dots in its visual input. Built as a client-server
facility, glimpser accepts commands over a network con-
nection to define, create, destroy, and condition ‘finders’.
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Each finder is an independent directive to locate within the
input frame a specific-sized region of some particular color.
Finders, once created, can be restricted to a certain subre-
gion of the input field, can be temporarily deactivated and
reactivated, and can be ‘de-emphasized’ to be evaluated
less frequently in order to streamline the search when input
movements are known to be slow or very sporadic. Finally,
each finder may be instructed to report only one color-spot
location per frame, to report up to some fixed number of
spot locations per frame, or to report fully as many spot
locations as may be found per frame.

Simulation Toolkit (voodoo)
An application-independent geometric parsing toolkit
called voodoo interprets the simple colored-dot-location
output of the glimpser program. voodoo analyzes each
unorganized per-frame collection of found color dots into a
list of unique patterns that have been registered with it by
the application it serves. These patterns specify a sequence
of colors; associated with each pair of adjacent color dots in
a pattern is a required distance, and with each contiguous
triplet of dots a required angle. Every pattern is defined by
a unique disposition of these parameters. 

Further, each distance or angle specification has associated
with it an individual tolerance within which range a
‘match’ may still be recognized. The intent of this provi-
sion is twofold. First, such a measure permits voodoo to
absorb the inevitable inaccuracies and occasional single-
pixel indecisions of machine vision algorithms – without
this kind of allowance, vision-based pattern matches would
simply fail most of the time. Second, the tolerance specifi-
cation makes possible the definition of unique but ‘para-
metric’ patterns: for example, a lens in the Illuminating
Light system is identified as the sequence ‘red, blue, green’
with a certain distance and a minimal tolerance specified
for the red-blue pair, but with a 180° turn required between
the red-blue and blue-green segments and a large tolerance
for the blue-green distance. This means that a lens will be
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identified wherever a red and a blue dot are appropriately
spaced and have a green dot somewhere along the line
between them; but the application then uses the relative
position of this intermediate green dot to define the power
of the lens (10x, 20x, 40x, etc.). Thus, definable distance
and angular precisions can provide a kind of end-user-
adjustable degree of freedom – a way to build simple slid-
ers and dials.

voodoo also provides an ‘object persistence’ mechanism: it
is wise to assume that low-level vision will occasionally
fail (for a frame or two) to report the presence of extant
color dots, and – more critically – that users’ hands will
periodically occlude dots. In these cases, we would like the
object-representing patterns identified in previous frames to
exhibit a bit of ‘temporal inertia’. The persistence mecha-
nism, then, allows objects to continue to exist for a short
while even in the absence of positive visual data, and is
implemented as a coherence algorithm that attempts to pro-
duce a one-to-one match between the patterns detected in
the current frame and the patterns from the previous frame.
The algorithm allows for a certain amount of translation
and rotation frame to frame; the parameters specifying
these amounts may be adaptively adjusted to reflect chang-
ing frame rates and expected user-induced object velocities.
voodoo, as an independent toolkit, implies and makes easy
a whole range of Luminous-Room-based simulation appli-
cations that use evolving layouts or distributions as a pri-
mary input. For example, we are currently constructing an
urban planning system in which city engineers can continu-
ously arrange voodoo-tagged architectural models and
observe resultant simulations of traffic and pedestrian flow
projected in perfect alignment back into the miniature
urban space. Indeed, nearly any simulation that proceeds
from the instantaneous and evolving arrangement of physi-
cal models, be they purely symbolic or more literally repre-
sentational, will find voodoo a sturdy and convenient
backbone.
Physical Representations of Optical Components
The holography setups to be executed with the Illuminating
Light system require six basic optical elements: a laser,
mirrors, beamsplitters, lenses, a ‘holo-object’ (the physical
thing being visually recorded; in the present case, a small
car), and the holographic film plate itself. From the point of
view of the system’s strictly technical implementation,
these elements could be perfectly well represented with
nothing more than their individual arrangements of colored
dots, perhaps pasted onto cardboard strips. With regard for
actual human users, however, we felt that carefully
designed physical representations of these components
would be an important element in the finished system.
Clearly, the objects have to be easily graspable; so a certain
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amount of corporeality is in order. The size of the work-
space and the demand for a given spatial resolution from
the glimpser dot-finder dictate an approximate scale. Each
object needs to have its identifying dot pattern affixed to a
top plane parallel to the workspace surface, and needs also
to rest reliably on this surface – thus ‘extruded’ shapes with
flat tops and bottoms are required. In the current implemen-
tation, all are about 1.25 inches tall and most about four
inches long. The model mirrors, beamsplitters, lenses, and
holographic plate are roughly an inch wide.
We require of the objects that they be simultaneously evoc-
ative and aesthetic (visually and haptically), balanced
between direct representation and suggestive visual
abstraction, and appropriate for the technical requirements
of the vision system. We considered ourselves on the right
design path when passers-by would more often than not
stop to touch, pick up, or manipulate the object prototypes
left on our work table even when the system was not turned
on; the six current incarnations are shown in Figure 9.

Optical Simulation
The outward, user-level function of the Illuminating Light
application is holographic-optical simulation. The underly-
ing simulator is heavily ray-based, both in its implicit treat-
ment of optical behavior and in its implementation. Its three
principal software objects are the Ray, the OptElement, and
the OptSystem. Each Ray specifies an origin and a direc-
tion, and may also name a terminus – the downstream point
at which the ray intersects an optical element and is trans-
formed by it in one way or another. Each OptElement,
meanwhile, represents some optical element and is defined
by two essential functions: the first calculates, for any ray,
whether the ray and the element intersect and (if so) the dis-
tance from the ray’s origin to that point of intersection. The
second generates a list (possibly empty) of new rays gener-
ated by the effect of the optical element on an intersecting
ray. Each distinct kind of optical element is represented by
an OptElement with different versions of these two func-
tions, whose particular specification is alone enough to
describe every possible sort of ray-based optical behavior.
Thus, for example, a beamsplitter is a kind of OptElement
that generates two new rays for each one that intersects it:
one continues forward undiverted and the other emerges
from the intersection point at the calculated ‘mirror-
bounce’ angle.
An OptSystem, finally, is a ‘bookkeeping’ object that con-
tains a list of Rays and a list of all participating OptEle-

FIGURE 9: ILLUMINATING LIGHT’S SIX OPTICAL COMPONENTS
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ments. Each simulation cycle involves first allowing every
generator element – i.e. every element that, as does the
laser, spontaneously generates output rays without first
being intersected by an incoming ray – to produce its initial
ray. Each of these initial rays is then made to terminate at
the closest intersecting optical element (if any), and that
element is allowed to ‘process’ the ray and transform it into
zero or more output rays, according to the element’s indi-
vidual behavior. This same process is repeated for each of
these secondary rays, and so on.
Miscellany
Display
The visual output of Illuminating Light is simple; its princi-
pal component is the rendered path of laser light. An initial
implementation of this path as a set of static, unbroken
lines projected in careful alignment between the model
optical elements proved not entirely satisfactory: so long as
components were being moved, the path of the beams
would of course constantly evolve, and thus remain visually
prominent; but when the setup was allowed to remain
untouched, even for a short while, the beams tended to ‘dis-
appear’ perceptually. The current implementation shows
each beam as a dashed line whose segments move slowly
forward (though the line’s endpoints are fixed). This mod-
est dynamism not only causes the beams to remain perma-
nently in perceptual view, but also imparts a subtle and
inviting ‘life’ to the system. Of course, it also serves conve-
niently to make the direction of beam propagation clear.
Numbers indicating the lengths of individual beam seg-
ments and various angles throughout the evolving optical
layout are projected at appropriate locations. To these
visual elements we also impart a small smooth sinusoidal
motion that lends them unobtrusive visibility and assures
that in regions of high graphical density each number is
periodically moved ‘out of the clutter’.
Finally, a real-time computer graphics rendering of the set-
up’s holo-object, shown beside the active area of the work-
space, simulates the visual output of a real hologram
recorded according to the current optical configuration.
This rendering shows only a silhouette if the setup is
incomplete or improperly realized, but is shown fully
shaded once a valid arrangement has been constructed.
All display elements are projected in grayscale; this is a
precaution that acknowledges our colored-dot-based
machine vision algorithm: introducing sufficiently satu-
rated colors into the workspace can cause glimpser to
report ‘input’ where there is none.
Memory Feature
The application automatically saves a frame of its host I/O
Bulb’s video at regular intervals (every twenty seconds
seems to work well). Additionally, a user may ‘cheat’ with
a keystroke that causes the current visual state of the work-
space to be immediately stored. These frames may be sub-
sequently ‘played back’ into the workspace, either singly or
as a sequence.
Hardware
glimpser and the Illuminating Light application work as a
client server pair; however, they currently both run on one
machine, a single R5000-processor Silicon Graphics O2.
An InFocus LitePro 620 provides projection onto a table
surface from sixty-five inches overhead; a Panasonic KS-
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152 miniature video camera is used for visual input.
RESULTS
Quantifiable
Even with both processes running on the same CPU, the
application executes from thirty-two to forty complete sim-
ulation-cycle and output-frame-rendering iterations per
second, while glimpser performs its work on input video
frames at eight to twelve Hz. The comparative slowness of
the input portion of the system (i.e. glimpser plus voodoo
only managing an update of objects’ positional and angular
changes at 8-12 Hz) is made less noticeable by the high
update rate of the animated laser beams and measurement
displays – the ‘world’ always seems to continue running
smoothly.
User Testing & Experience
A group of eight holographers and holography students has
worked with the Illuminating Light application singly, in
twos, and in threes; an additional unknown number of pass-
ers-by has also experimented freely with the system.

The immediately apparent advantage of using the Illumi-
nating Light application is that it permits much faster proto-
typing than would be usual with real optics deployed on a
breadboard or vibration-isolation table. The principal rea-
sons for this are the evident durability and inexpensiveness
of the model components and the comparative ease of their
manipulation. Users were able to abandon the slow, delib-
erate care that is mandatory when handling real optical ele-
ments. Indeed, most of the holographers and holography
students who helped test the system evinced a certain
delight in being able to simply grab components and move
them very quickly, not worrying about getting fingerprints
on expensive optical surfaces or having to loosen and
retighten magnetic bases. During collaborative use, a typi-
cal working suggestion like “let’s move the laser and then
swap the mirror and the beamsplitter” would usually be
carried out in little more than twenty seconds. The same
operation in a ‘real’ lab setting would require at least five
minutes of a seasoned optical engineer and twenty or more
minutes of an average team of holography students.
At the same time, the coupling between the physical optics
models and the projected laser-path simulation was tight
enough so that users tended to dismiss the distinction as
irrelevant. Users indicated that they quickly came to
“believe” the non-substantive laser beam (after the novelty

FIGURE 11: COOPERATIVE WORK WITH ILLUMINATING LIGHT

of manipulating physical objects and seeing collocated pro-
jections respond had worn off).
The test subjects felt that the floating component-to-com-
ponent distance measurements and the ray-to-ray angular
measurements were helpful – in a real setup these quanti-
ties have to be measured carefully by hand and recorded in
a lab notebook. They also responded favorably to the path-
length matching information presented outside the bound-
ary of the ‘active holography workspace’, although several
commented that it was a little strange to find these numbers
in a separate ‘display’ area – that it would be more conve-
nient if the information were incorporated into the evolving
setup. Finally, users were unsure about the effectiveness of
the rendered ‘finished hologram’ view presented in the side
display area.
DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
The comments of test users suggest that we might do well
to explore alternatives to the separate ‘display’ region on
the table’s surface, folding its functionality into the active
optics region. The pathlength matching information could
receive straightforward treatment as additional, appropri-
ately positioned textual and numerical annotation through-
out the setup. The ‘finished hologram’ view is a bit more
difficult to incorporate into the workspace, particularly as
the system can only project onto the ‘x-y’ plane while most
of a hologram’s relevant visual information resides in the
inaccessible ‘y-z’ plane. This would be an opportunity,
however, to demonstrate the profitable overlap of two sepa-
rate I/O Bulb instances: the Small-Scale ‘Luxo-style’ proto-
type could be placed in the workspace to project such
‘orthogonal’ details into the setup.
We have demonstrated that under certain circumstances use
of Illuminating Light permits much faster prototyping than
is possible on a real optical table with real optics. However,
as this application is poised somewhere between physical
optical system layout and a software tool (like ZEMAX)
intended for highly precise optical design and analysis, its
comparison against this latter class of tool will be of clear
importance. We intend therefore to perform a series of tests
(again with real holographers and holography students) to
establish the relative merits of these two approaches, both
in the context of education and of professional engineering.
There is an ongoing issue, endemic to such physical inter-
face systems, regarding control of parameters beyond the
narrow bounds of the simulation. For example: how, other
than via the keyboard or mouse, should a user of Illuminat-
ing Light be able to switch the display of automatic angle
and distance measurements on and off? What is an appro-
priate way to trigger the capture and storage of memory
frames, and then later select among various saved frames
for retrieval and display? Such manipulations are ordinarily
handled quite adequately (if somewhat inelegantly) by
screen-based GUI elements. But to introduce additional
‘control objects’ that are tracked throughout the workspace
in the same manner as the optical elements would not only
dilute the purity and directness of the interface to the simu-
lation but would also likely necessitate cordoning off a por-
tion of the workspace as a distinct ‘control zone’. Finding a
solution to this dilemma is important.
While voodoo is an efficient and reliable means of perform-
ing object tracking, the colored dots that it employs do
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somewhat compromise the aesthetic design of the objects
themselves. An alternative is the use of a template-match-
ing vision algorithm – such as the one reported in [6] – that
can be ‘trained’ on the appearances of the objects them-
selves. Although there are predictable tradeoffs (e.g. partial
occlusion of an object by a grasping hand is more likely to
confuse template recognition than voodoo recognition, and
redesign of an existing object or addition of a new object
requires a full retraining instead of the simple application
of new colored dots) we intend to build a version of Illumi-
nating Light that uses such a vision system.
Illuminating Light has helped to prove the effectiveness of
its hardware platform (i.e. the Medium-Scale I/O Bulb
apparatus) and of voodoo in rapid construction of simula-
tion systems. We are already at work on several new, con-
trasting systems. In addition to the urban planning scenario
detailed earlier, we are exploring a less physically literal
application: a signal-processing tool that allows designers
to manipulate physical representations of digital elements
(i.e. delays, adders, gain elements, etc.) and view interme-
diate versions of the signal shown along the connections
between elements.
A larger issue concerns the projective philosophy of the
Luminous Room and I/O Bulb structures. While active-sur-
face systems (e.g. the MetaDesk system in [5]) never suffer
from occlusion problems, a projective system has certain
other advantages: it is possible to place information not
only around but also on objects in the workspace. Further,
it is possible to projectively address objects that may be
located away from a supporting surface. Indeed, the large-
scale I/O Bulb can address an entire room; a similarly
ambitious active-panel approach would require quite a few
panels.
CONCLUSION
We have described a system that, in accordance with the
aims of the Luminous Room architecture, uses real-world
surfaces as an arena both for display and for direct-manipu-
lation input. The application, called Illuminating Light,
succeeds through its mimicking of an optical workbench in
marrying light and physicality: although its user-handled
physical optics models and the computer-simulated path of
laser light are in reality very distinct (at least from the point
of view of the system), their close cognitive cause-and-
effect coupling tends to mitigate the perception of the one
as an input channel and the other as an output channel.
The system heavily exploits the advantages of control via
graspable implements (as explored in other tangible inter-
face work), but the additional strength of this particular
application domain is that the system’s components act not
just as physically instantiated abstractions but as direct rep-
resentations of the ‘real thing’. This allows Illuminating
Light to provide constant visual feedback in a form that is
already intrinsic to the simulation’s real-world counterpart
– and so the ‘virtual’ part of the application does not seem
distracting or glaringly distinct from its ‘real’ part. We may
note that we do not perceive our interactions with normal,
non-digital reality as characterized by input and output, but
rather as a participation in a kind of continuous causality.
In natural consonance with this interaction approach, the
system cleanly permits two-handed and collaborative use.

Even though machine vision is not yet a reasonable gen-
eral-purpose input mechanism, in controlled circumstances
like the ones detailed here it can be acceptably effective
(and even efficient: the entire Illuminating Light system,
comprising one process for low-level vision and another for
visual input parsing and the actual optical simulation with
attendant rendering and display, runs on a single low-end
SGI machine). We have found the voodoo toolkit, together
with the glimpser vision software, useful for rapidly assem-
bling such layout-based simulation systems; construction
of the portions of the Illuminating Light application hierar-
chically above voodoo took roughly one week.
As one test-subject holographer noted, the ‘in-plane’
restrictions resulting from our projective architecture
reduce what is in general a three-dimensional task to two
dimensions. Indeed, while the beam path in most real
holography setups is actually purely planar, running paral-
lel to the table’s surface and elevated some eight inches
above it, a few setups require vertical inclination of the
beam. Thus, while Illuminating Light accommodates per-
haps ninety percent of typical holographic layouts, there
remains a number of layouts that fundamentally cannot be
addressed using a projection-based system.
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